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Contextual and combinatorial structure in
sperm whale vocalisations

Pratyusha Sharma 1,2, Shane Gero 2,3,4, Roger Payne2, David F. Gruber 2,5,
Daniela Rus 1,2,6 , Antonio Torralba1,2,6 & Jacob Andreas 1,2,6

Sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus) are highly social mammals that com-
municate using sequences of clicks called codas. While a subset of codas have
been shown to encode information about caller identity, almost everything
else about the spermwhale communication system, including its structure and
information-carrying capacity, remains unknown. We show that codas exhibit
contextual and combinatorial structure. First, we report previously unde-
scribed features of codas that are sensitive to the conversational context in
which they occur, and systematically controlled and imitated across whales.
We call these rubato and ornamentation. Second, we show that codas form a
combinatorial coding system in which rubato and ornamentation combine
with two context-independent featureswe call rhythmand tempo toproduce a
large inventory of distinguishable codas. Sperm whale vocalisations are more
expressive and structured thanpreviously believed, andbuilt froma repertoire
comprising nearly an order of magnitude more distinguishable codas. These
results show context-sensitive and combinatorial vocalisation can appear in
organisms with divergent evolutionary lineage and vocal apparatus.

The social complexity hypothesis1,2 posits that animals in complex
societies—featuring coordination, distributed decision-making, social
recognition, and social learning of cultural strategies3–6—require
complex communication systems to mediate these behaviours and
interactions1,7. In humans, communication plays a particularly large
role in complex social behaviours like strategising and teaching8–10.
These behaviours require the ability to generate and understand a
vast space of possible messages. For example, the sentence ‘Let’s
meet next to the statue of Claude Shannon on the fifth floor at 3 pm’

picks out a specific action at a specific place and time from an enor-
mous space of possible activities. This ability to generate complex
messages, in turn, is supported by the fact that all known human lan-
guages exhibit contextual and combinatorial structure. (Throughout
this paper, we use ‘context’ to denote conversational context—e.g.,
neighbouring codas—rather than behavioural context—e.g., diving—as
is standard in the study of natural and formal languages.11) To

enable efficient communication, the meaning of most human
utterances is underspecified and derived in part from the conversation
that precedes them12. To enable many distinct meanings to be com-
municated, humans access a large inventory of basic sounds (pho-
nemes) by combining phonetic features like place of articulation,
manner of articulation, then sequence phonemes to produce an
unbounded set of distinct utterances13–17. Contextuality and combina-
toriality, especially below the sequence level, have few analogues in
communication systems outside of human language18–22. Under-
standing when and how aspects of human-like communication arise in
nature offers one path toward understanding the basis of intelligence
in other life forms.

Cetaceans are an important group for the study of evolution and
development of sophisticated communication systems23. Among
cetaceans, long-term observational studies of sperm whales (Physeter
macrocephalus) have described both a culturally defined, multi-level,
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matrilineal society24 and a socially transmitted communication
system25–27. Sperm whales are known for complex social and foraging
behaviour, as well as group decision-making28. They communicate
using codes29: stereotyped sequences of 3–40 broadband clicks (see
glossary in Table 1 for definitions). Codas are exchanged between
whales when socialising or between long, deep, foraging dives24. To
date, scientists have described the sperm whale communication sys-
tem in terms of a finite repertoire of coda types, each defined by a
characteristic sequence of inter-click intervals (ICIs) as seen in Fig. 1A.
Coda-type repertoires can be defined manually or using automated
clustering procedures, and have been used to delineate cultural
boundaries among socially segregatedbut sympatric ‘clans’ofwhales25

whose members differ in their behaviour26,30,31. Past research has
identified around 150 discrete coda types globally, with 21 in the Car-
ibbean. But there is an apparent contradiction between the social and
behavioural complexity evinced by spermwhales and the comparative
simplicity of a communication system with a fixed set of messages.
This contradiction naturally raises the question of whether any addi-
tional, previously undescribed structure is present in sperm whale
vocalisations.

We first demonstrate that some coda structure is contextual:
When analysing codas exchanged between whales, we observe fine-
grainedmodulation of inter-click intervals relative to preceding codas,
as well as modification of standard coda types via the addition of an
extra click. We term these contextual features rubato and orna-
mentation. Next, we show that the coda repertoire has combinatorial
structure: in addition to rubato and ornamentation, codas’ rhythms
and tempos can independently be discretised into a small number of
categories or types. We show that all four features are sensed and
acted upon by participants in the vocal exchanges, and thus constitute
deliberate components of the whale communication system rather
than unconscious variation. Rhythm, tempo, rubato and ornamenta-
tion can be freely combined, together enabling whales to system-
atically synthesize an enormous repertoire of distinguishable codas. In
a dataset of 8719 codas from the sperm whales of the Eastern Car-
ibbean clan, this ‘sperm whale phonetic alphabet’makes it possible to
systematically explain observed variability in coda structure.While the
communicative function ofmany codas remains anopen question, our

results show that the sperm whale communication system is, in prin-
ciple, capable of representing a large space of possible meanings,
using similar mechanisms to those employed by human sound pro-
duction and representation systems (e.g., speech, text, Morse code,
and musical notation).

Results and discussion
The dataset
For this study, we used the annotated coda dataset fromTheDominica
Sperm Whale Project (DSWP), the current largest sperm whale data
repository. The recordings of the Eastern Caribbean 1 (EC-1) clan were
used in the analysis, comprising 8719 codas making up 21 previously
defined coda types. This dataset contains manually annotated coda
clicks and extracted inter-click intervals in data recorded from various
platforms and various recording systems between 2005 and 2018,
including animal-worn, acoustic, biologging tags (DTags) deployed
between 2014 and 2018. The EC-1 clan comprises 400 individuals. 42
tags were deployed on 25 different individuals in 11 different social
units. Three of these are less-studied units, for which precise size
estimates are not available. We conservatively estimate that at least 60
distinct whales are recorded in the DSWP dataset.

Exchange plots: visualizing multi-whale calls
Codas, considered to be the basic units of sperm whale communica-
tion, consist of click groups generally less than two seconds in dura-
tion. Previous work has defined coda types and characterised coda
repertoires by examining single codas outside the context in which
they were produced. However, codas are not produced in isolation,
but in interactive exchanges between two or more chorusing whales.
Individual whales within a chorus tend to produce sequences of codas
with a periodicity of approximately 4 seconds (see Supplementary
Discussion Section 1). Across a chorus, interacting whales produce
codas both alternately (i.e., turn-taking) or near-simultaneously (i.e.,
overlapping). Therefore, sperm whale vocalisations demonstrate
complexity on two different timescales: a fine-grained time scale that
determines the makeup of each individual coda, and a longer time
scale that determines the overall structure of the interactive exchange
across codas within a chorus.

Table 1 | Glossary: definitions of previously used and newly introduced terminology

Notation Description

Coda A short burst of clicks with varying inter-click intervals generally less than two seconds in duration.

Inter-click interval (ICI) The time difference between two consecutive clicks within a coda.

Absolute ICI The absolute time difference between consecutive clicks in a given a coda as produced by the whale and recorded (see ref. 25).

Coda duration The sum of a coda’s absolute ICIs.

Standardised absolute ICI ICI normalised by the total duration of the containing coda. This conserves rhythm but discards tempo (see ref. 25).

Cumulative ICI The absolute time difference between any given click and the first click of a coda as produced by the whale and recorded.

Standardised cumulative ICI Relative ICI normalised by the total duration of the containing coda. This conserves the rhythm of the codabut discards the tempo. In
codas normalised in this way, the last relative ICI is equal to 1 (compare to standardized absolute ICIs, which sum to 1).

Coda type Categorical coda representation (primarily used inpastwork) obtainedbyclustering codas according to absolute ICI, which accounts
for both rhythm and tempo simultaneously.

Rhythm type The discrete category a coda is assigned to based on its characteristic sequence of standardized ICIs.

Tempo type The discrete category a coda is assigned to based on its characteristic duration.

Exchange/chorus Period of time where codas are made by more than a single whale (as in ref. 54).

Single-whale call sequence A sequence of callsmade by a givenwhale where every consecutive pair of calls occur within 8 seconds (twice the average response
time) of each other.

Turn-taking An exchange of codas involving alternating coda production. Also referred to as ‘adjacent’ codas, these are defined as next-in-
sequence codas whose onset occurred within two seconds, but after the termination, of the initial coda (as in ref. 33).

Overlapping codas An exchange of codas such that the next-in-sequence coda’s onset occurs after the onset, but before the termination, of the previous
coda (as in ref. 33).

Ornament ‘Extra click’ appended to the end of a coda in a group of shorter codas. (For further details on the identification criterion, see
Ornamentation section in the manuscript.)

Rubato Gradual variation in duration across adjacent codas made by the same whale within the same rhythm and tempo type.
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We depict these vocalisations using a new visualisation we call an
exchange plot (Fig. 1B, C). Both axes of this plot measure time: the
horizontal axis shows the time elapsed since the beginning of a con-
versation, and the vertical axis shows the time since the onset of each
coda. Exchange plots reveal the structure of codas in their interactive
context, making it possible to observe both fine-grained differences
between adjacent codas made by interacting whales, and long-range
trends over the course of an exchange.

Contextuality
Visualising whale vocalisations with an exchange plot, as in Fig. 1B, C,
makes it apparent that characterising sperm whale interactions as
sequences of fixed coda types overlooks a great deal of information.
First, coda duration varies smoothly over the course of an exchange;
variation in the duration of a whale’s codas is systematically imitated
by interlocutors, even when coda-internal click spacing differs
(Fig. 1C). Second, some ‘extra’ clicks in Fig. 1C appear at the end of
codas that otherwise match their neighbours. We hypothesised that
these smooth variations and extra clicks constitute perceptible and

controllable features of codas independent of their discrete type,
pointing toward amore complex spermwhale communication system
with a greater information-carrying capacity than previously reported.

Rubato: codas exhibit fine-grained duration variation in
addition to discrete tempo
A coda’s duration is the sum of its inter-click intervals. While durations
tend to cluster around a finite set of values (Fig. 2A), there remains
substantial continuous variation within these clusters. Past work
has described these differences as unexplained ‘within-type variation’
of categorical coda types25,32. However, the structured nature of this
variation—which, as shown in Fig. 1C, is temporally correlated and
imitated across whales—has never been previously documented. We
demonstrate that variation in coda duration is not random: individual
whales modulate coda durations smoothly over the course of multi-
coda exchanges without necessarily imitating click counts or inter-
click interval spacing. An example is depicted in Fig. 1C: one whale
produces a sequence of codas smoothly varying in duration, while its
interlocutor closely matches these changes in overall coda duration
but not the number of clicks (this refines the finding in ref. 33 that
overlapping codas were more likely to be of the same coda type than
expected by chance: sometimes codas share a duration but not a dis-
crete type). By analogy to the correspondingmusical phenomenon, we
call this behaviour rubato.

To show that rubato is not random variation, we first evaluated
whether changes in duration are smooth by measuring whether codas
aremore similar to their neighbours thanother codas of the same type.
To do so, we computed the tempo drift between two codas from the
same speaker, defined as the difference in coda durations (Fig. 2C).We
computed the average absolute drift between (1) adjacent coda pairs
and (2) random coda pairs of the same discrete coda type (according
to its rhythm and tempo; see Section 5 for a discussion of rhythm and
tempo and SupplementaryDiscussion Section 4 for additional details).
We found that drift was significantly smaller between adjacent codas
(0.05s on average) than would be expected under a null hypothesis
that drift depends only on a coda’s discrete type (which would give a
drift of 0.08s on average; test: permutation test (one-sided),
p =0.0001, n = 2593; see Supplementary Discussion Section 4.1 for
details). Thus, within-type variation is context-dependent.

Second, we evaluated whether sequences of codas reflect longer-
term trends. To do so, we collected coda triples of the same discrete
coda type and measured the correlation between tempo drift across
adjacent pairs. We found a significant positive correlation, compared
to a null hypothesis that drift between adjacent pairs is uncorrelated
(test: Spearman’s rank-order correlation (two-sided), r(2586) = 0.57,
p <0.0001, 95% CI = [0.54, 0.60], n = 2588). Thus, rubato is sustained
across sequences of multiple codas.

Finally, we evaluated whether rubato is perceived and controlled
by measuring whales’ ability to match their interlocutors’ coda dura-
tionswhen chorusing.Wemeasured the average absolute difference in
duration between (1) pairs of overlapping codas fromdifferent whales,
and (2) pairs of non-overlapping codas of the same discrete coda type.
Durations are significantly more closely matched for overlapping
codas (0.099s on average) than would be expected under a null
hypothesis that chorusing whales match only discrete coda type
(which would give a drift of 0.129s on average) (test: permutation test
(one-sided), p =0.0001, n = 908; see Supplementary Discussion
Section 4).

Ornamentation: some clicks do not belong to standard
tempo types
Figure 2D depicts an exchange consisting of one six-click coda, fol-
lowed by a long sequence of five-click codas. The first five clicks of the
initial 6-click coda closely match those of neighbouring codas: if the
sixth click were removed, we would identify the first coda as having
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Fig. 1 | Exchange plot. Sperm whales communicate by producing sequences of
clicks. A Shows a two-minute exchange between two whales (with clicks visualized
in blue and orange respectively) from the Dominica Sperm Whale Dataset.
B Projects these clicks over a time–time plot, in which the horizontal axis plots the
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time of the click from the first click in the coda. The vertical axis serves as a
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C Shows a time–time visualisation for the entire two-minute exchange (with lines
connecting matching clicks between adjacent codas), revealing complex, context-
dependent variation in coda structure.
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nearly the same inter-click intervals as its neighbours (and assign it to
the same discrete coda type). While not previously described, ‘extra
clicks’ of this kind occur in (4%) of the codas in the exchanges of
Eastern Caribbean whales. Additional examples appear in Fig. 2D and
Supplementary Discussion Section 5. We hypothesised that ‘extra’
clicks play a different role from the other clicks in the codas in which

they appear: they do not determine discrete coda type. Instead, like
rubato, they constitute an independent feature of the sperm whale
vocalisation system. We call these extra clicks ornaments.

We define an ornament as the final click in a coda containing one
more click than the nearest preceding or following coda within a
window of ten seconds, with this interval being based on the average
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response time (Supplementary Discussion Section 1). To show that
these ornaments play a distinct role from other clicks, we first com-
puted the mean squared distance between each standardised, orna-
mented coda and the cluster centre of its assigned rhythm type. We
then removed ornaments and computed mean squared distance
between the standardised coda and the centres of rhythm clusters for
adjacent codas produced by the same whale. The second quantity
(0.0034 s2, reflecting a hypothesis that ornamented codas match their
neighbours) is significantly smaller than thefirst (0.0053 s2, reflecting a
null hypothesis that ornamented codas resemble other codas of the
same type) (test: permutation test (one-sided), p = 0.002, n = 178). In
other words, ornamented codas are less like other codas with a
matching number of clicks, and more like neighbouring non-
ornamented codas, if ornaments are modelled as a separate factor.
To further verify that ornaments are distinct from other clicks, we
compared ICIs (inter-click intervals) in ornamented vs. non-
ornamented codas with the same number of clicks. We specifically
compared the difference between the final two ICIs, normalised by the
penultimate ICI, to reduce variance arising from rubato. This mea-
surement exhibits a significant difference in distribution in orna-
mented vs non-ornamented codas test: Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
(two-sample), D(150, 3688) = 0.51, p <0.0001, 95% CI = [0.42, 0.62],
n = (150, 3688), Fig. 2D.

Finally, ornaments are not distributed randomly but appear in
distinctive positions in longer exchanges. Within a single whale’s call
sequences (defined as a sequence of codas separated by nomore than
eight seconds), a significantly greater proportion of ornamented codas
appear at the beginning of call sequences than unornamented codas
(test: Fisher’s exact test (two-sided), odds ratio: 2.00, p = 0.0006). A
significantly greater fraction of ornamented codas also appear at the
end of call sequences compared to unornamented codas (test: Fisher’s
exact test (two-sided), odds ratio: 1.71, p =0.008). Moreover, orna-
ments are predictive of changes inmulti-whale interactions.We define
a ‘change in chorusing behaviour’ as one of three events: a following
whale begins chorusing with a leading whale, pauses chorusing, or
ceases vocalizing for the remainder of the exchange. Compared to
unornamented codas, ornamented codas from the leading whale are
disproportionately succeeded by a change in chorusing behaviour
from the following whale (test: Fisher’s exact test (two-sided), odds
ratio: 1.56, p =0.009). Thus ornamentation, like rubato, appears to be
perceived in multi-whale interactions.

Combinatoriality
The existence of ornamentation and rubato features demonstrates that
codas can carry more information, and have more complex internal
structure than their discrete type alone would indicate. Instead, they
result from a combinatorial coding system in which discrete type,
ornamentation and rubato combine to realise individual codas. Based
on these findings, we hypothesized that categorical coda types might
themselves arise from a combinatorial process, with a simpler set of
features explaining the prototypical ICI vector for each coda type.

During rubato, consecutive calls from a single-whale gradually
vary coda duration while preserving the relative relationship of ICIs

(Supplementary Discussion Section 2), suggesting that whales are
capable of maintaining this relationship independent of its duration.
Moreover, existing studies have noted that codas may also be dis-
cretely clustered according to standardised ICI25,32,34, a process that
assigns codaswith very different durations to the same cluster. Finally,
some instances of chorusing involve whales producing codas with
different ICIs (or different numbers of clicks) but matched durations.
Together, these observations suggest that past inventories of discrete
coda types (e.g., ref. 35) might specifically be interpretable in terms of
two features: a normalised ICI category (which we term a coda’s
rhythm) and a discrete duration category (independent of rubato, and
which we term tempo). To validate this hypothesis, we measured (1)
whether coda rhythms and tempos cluster around a discrete set of
values, and (2) whether rhythm and tempo features are independently
combinable (both with each other and with ornamentation and rubato
features).

As shown in Fig. 2A, codas with the same duration may have dif-
ferent internal click spacing (and even different numbers of clicks) but
still span the same amount of time from the first click to the last click.
Performing kernel density estimation (KDE) on scalar coda durations
from the DSWP dataset reveals five distinct modes in the distribution
of durations (Fig. 2A), indicating that the number of realised coda
durations is much smaller than the total number of identified coda
types (Supplementary Discussion Section 3).

Across codas, the relative relationships between ICIs are often
repeated even independent of tempo. For example, in Fig. 2A, note the
existence of two five-click codas, one long and one short, but both
characterised by the uniform spacing of the constituent ICIs. Pastwork
has shown that these rhythms are reused; our analysis uses the 18
rhythm clusters proposed by ref. 35 (detailed breakdowns are given in
Fig. 2B and in Supplementary Discussion Section 2).

Finally, to evaluate the combinability of these features, we com-
puted the frequency with which each rhythm and tempo feature co-
occurred in theDWSPdataset, aswell as the frequencywithwhich each
combination appeared with ornamentation or rubato. Results are
shown in Fig. 3. Each rhythm type appears with at least one tempo
types and each tempo type appears with at least three rhythm types.
Moreover, (22%) of these combinations can appear with or without
rubato and ornamentation.

Like the International Phonetic Alphabet for human languages,
this ‘SpermWhale Phonetic Alphabet’ (Fig. 3) shows how a small set of
axes of variation (place of articulation, manner of articulation, and
voicedness in humans; rhythm, tempo, ornamentation, and rubato in
sperm whales) give rise to the diverse set of observed phonemes (in
humans) or codas (in sperm whales). As in human languages, not all
theoretically realisable feature combinations are attested in the DSWP
dataset, and some combinations are more frequent than others. As in
human languages,most coda variation is discrete: though ICIs can vary
continuously in principle, only specific patterns (associated with spe-
cific rhythms and tempos) are realised in practice. Supplementary
Discussion Section 2 shows the full set of codas in the dataset, orga-
nised by rhythm, tempo, and the presence of rubato and ornamenta-
tion for each combination of rhythmand tempo. Notably, these factors

Fig. 2 | Combinatorial basis of coda production. Sperm whale codas were pre-
viously hypothesized to comprise 21 independent coda types. We show that this
coda repertoire is built from two context-independent features (rhythm and
tempo) and two context-sensitive features (rubato and ornamentation). A Tempo:
(Left) The overall duration of a coda is the sum of its inter-click intervals. (Centre)
Coda durations are distributed around a finite set of modes, which we call (tempo
types). (Right) Snippets from exchange plots showing codas of different tempo
types.BRhythm: (Left)Normalising the vectorof ICIs by the total duration returns a
duration-independent coda representation, which we call rhythm. (Centre) Codas
cluster around 18 rhythm types. (Right) Examples of normalised codas showing
different rhythm types. C Rubato: (Left) Sperm whales slowly modulate coda

duration across consecutive codas, a phenomenon we call rubato. (Centre) Rubato
is gradual: adjacent codas have durations more similar to each other than codas of
the same type from elsewhere in an exchange. (Right) Whale choruses with imita-
tion of rubato represented in exchange plots.DOrnamentation: (Left) Some codas
feature `extra clicks' (ornaments) notpresent inneighbouring codas thatotherwise
share the same ICIs. (Centre) A density plot showing the distribution of the ratio
between final ICIs in ornamented codas versus unornamented codas. Ornamented
codas have a significantly different ICI distribution compared to regular codas.
(Right) Examples of ornaments in the DSWP dataset. E Thirty minutes of multi-
whale choruses: Exchanges feature imitation of coda duration across whales,
gradually accumulated changes in call structure, and rich contextual variability.
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of sub-coda variation exist alongside another combinatorial process—
the sequential ordering of codas shown in Fig. 1E—in which codas of
different types are combined in sequence to give rise to an even larger
family of distinct vocalisations, reminiscent of the bi-level combina-
torial structure of speech production in humans (see Supplementary
Discussion Section 7).

Figure 3 also demonstrates that these vocalisations have a sig-
nificantly greater information capacity than was previously known.
Prior work identified 21 discrete coda types, and the system could be
understood to have an information rate of at most 5 bits/coda. How-
ever, our analysis suggests that with 18 rhythms, 5 tempos, optional
ornamentation, and three variations (increasing, decreasing or con-
stant duration) in rubato, the information rate could be up to twice as
large (details in Supplementary Discussion Section 6). The role of
rubatowithin this coding system remains an important open question:
it might be discrete (with some simpler inventory of contours

explaining the patterns in Figs. 1C and 2C, as in the songs of birds36–41,
and humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae)42,43). Or it might
convey continuous-valued information, analogous to the orientation
and duration features of the waggle dance in bees (Apis sp.)44.

Limitations
Our study investigates the basic structural elements, and not the
semantics, of the sperm whale communication system. As in several
foundational papers on call structure in animal communication
systems42,45,46, it provides no characterisation of call semantics and
features no playback experiments. We believe our work provides a
foundation for future research on the semantics of whale calls. How-
ever, this future research additionally requires interactive playback
experiments with whales in the wild to ground hypotheses about the
semantics and functional role of sperm whale vocalizations. In the
absence of playback experiments establishing a causal relationship
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Fig. 3 | Spermwhale phonetic alphabet.Analogous to visualizations of the human
phonetic repertoire, we propose a phonetic alphabet for sperm whales. Tempo
types are plotted on the vertical axis, rhythm types are plotted on the horizontal
axis, and the colour of each cell represents the number of occurrences of that
rhythm/tempo combination in the DSWP dataset. Pie charts in each cell provide
further information about the prevalence of rubato and ornamentationwithin each

featurecombination: the leftpie shows the ratio of thenumber of codas that appear
with rubato to thosewithout, while the right pie shows the fraction of all ornaments
that appear with that feature combination. While not all feature combinations are
realised (as observed in human languages), sperm whale codas have a rich com-
binatorial structure with both discrete and continuous parameters and at least 143
combinations frequently realised (Supplementary Discussion Section 6).
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between the features and the meaning they communicate is challen-
ging. It is necessary to have a deep understanding of the structure of
the communication system enabling the creation of specific and
unconfounded test stimuli prior to undertaking whale-in-the-loop
experiments with potentially long-term effects on the population47,48,
which in this case is extremely vulnerable49.

Concluding remarks
Our results demonstrate that sperm whale vocalisations form a com-
plex combinatorial communication system: the seemingly arbitrary
inventory of coda types can be explained by combinations of rhythm,
tempo, rubato, and ornamentation features. Sizable combinatorial
vocalisation systems are exceedingly rare in nature; however, their use
by sperm whales shows that they are not uniquely human, and can
arise from dramatically different physiological, ecological, and social
pressures.

These findings also offer steps towards understanding how sperm
whales transmit meaning. In some organisms with combinatorial
codes, such as honey bees (Apis sp.), the constituent features of the
code transparently encode semantics (e.g., direction and distance to
food sources). Further research on sperm whale vocalisations may
investigate if rhythm, tempo, ornamentation, and rubato function
similarly, directly encoding whales’ communicative intents. Alter-
natively, one of the key differentiators between human communica-
tion and all known animal communication systems is duality of
patterning: a base set of individually meaningless elements that are
sequenced to generate a very large space of meanings. The existence
of a combinatorial coding system-at either the level of sounds, sound
sequences, or both-is a prerequisite for duality of patterning. Our
findings open up the possibility that sperm whale communication
might provide our first example of that phenomenon in another
species.

Methods
Data collection and coda annotation
Data from The Dominica Sperm Whale Project were collected under
scientific research permits from the Fisheries Division of the Govern-
ment of Dominica. The field protocols for approaching, photograph-
ing, tagging, and recording sperm whales were approved by either the
University Committee on Laboratory Animals of Dalhousie University,
Canada; the AnimalWelfare and Ethics Committee of the University of
St Andrews, Scotland; or Aarhus University, Denmark; and sometimes
several or all of these across years.

Social units of female and immature sperm whales were located
and followed in an area that covered approximately 2000 squared
kilometres along the entire western coast of the Island of Dominica
(N15.30 W61.40) between 2005 and 2018.

Codas were recorded using one of several recording setups: In
2005, we used a Fostex VF-160multitrack recorder (44.1 kHz sampling
rate) and a custom-built towed hydrophone (Benthos AQ-4 elements,
frequency response: 0.1–30 kHz) with a filter box with high-pass filters
up to 1 kHz resulting in a recording chain with a flat frequency
response across a minimum of 2–20 kHz. No recordings were made
during the short 2006 season. In the 2007, 2009, 2011, 2016, and
2017 seasons, we used a Zoom H4 portable field recorder (48 kHz
sampling rate) and a Cetacean Research Technology C55 hydrophone
(frequency response: 0.02–44 kHz) and no filters. During the 2008,
2010, 2012, 2015, and 2018 seasons, we used a custom-built towed
hydrophone (Benthos AQ-4 elements, frequency response:
0.1–30 kHz) with a filter box with high-pass filters up to 1 kHz resulting
in a recording chain with a flat frequency response across a minimum
of 2–20 kHz. This was connected to a computer-based recording sys-
tem as a part of the International Fund for Animal Welfare’s (IFAW)
LOGGER software package (48 kHz sampling rate) or PAMGUARD
(minimum 48 kHz sampling rate)50.

In addition, recordings were also made through the deployment
of animal-borne sound and movement tags (DTag generation 3,
Johnson and Tyack 2003). Tagging was undertaken between 2014 and
2018 on an 11-meter rigid-hulled inflatable boat (RHIB). Tags were
deployed from a 9-meter, hand-held, carbon fiber pole, and were
attached to the whales using four suction cups. DTags record two-
channel audio at 120 kHz with a 16-bit resolution, providing a flat
(±2 dB) frequency response between 0.4 and 45 kHz. Pressure and
acceleration were sampled at a rate of 500Hz with a 16-bit resolution,
andweredecimated to 25Hz for analysis.DTaganalysiswas conducted
using custom scripts in Matlab 2015b (The Mathworks, Inc., MA, USA).
The variation in the frequency responses and sampling rates of the
recording systems used did not affect our ability to record clean sig-
nals for both the coda and echolocation clicks produced by sperm
whales, and as a result, the temporal patterning of clicks used in this
analysis.

Whales, including the tagged whales, were identified through
photographs of the trailing edge of their tails51. Identifications were
used to ensure that only recordings from one of the two sympatric
clans (EC-1, the Eastern Caribbean Clan) were included in the analysis
to control for any differences in repertoires between vocal clans27.

To define the temporal structure of the codas recorded, absolute
inter-click intervals were measured as in ref. 49, using either custom-
written Matlab tools and Rainbow Click Software (all years before
2014) or CodaSorter a custom-written tool (K. Beedholm, Marine
Bioacoustics Lab, AarhusUniversity) in LabView (National Instruments,
TX, USA). CodaSorter allows users to playback audio at various speeds
and manually mark detected clicks as belonging to a specific coda.
Estimates for each click for the angle of arrival, channel delay, centroid
frequency, and inter-pulse interval (IPI, the time between the onset of
the first pulse and the onset of the next pulse in the multi-pulse
structure of spermwhales clicks52) allowed fordetermining if the codas
were produced by tagged whales or non-focal animals; and to ensure
that, on days in whichmultiple tags were deployed, codas recorded by
different tags were not double-counted. Photo-identification sup-
ported this process by identifying which whales were present and
associated with the tagged whales at each surfacing.

There are two components to the dataset: Dataset 1, a large set of
all 8719 codas that are annotated with information on their inter-click
intervals; and Dataset 2, a smaller set of 3948 codas, which were
recorded from animal-borne DTags, which remain in temporal order
and are additionally annotatedwith informationof the absolute time in
the day of the first click of each of the codas and their associated
speaker identities across the bouts. Experiments that do not require
contextual information (those discussing the context-independent
features of rhythm and tempo) use Dataset 1, whereas those requiring
information about the relative ordering of the codas and their speaker
IDs (those discussing the context-sensitive features of rubato and
ornamentation), use Dataset 2. In both cases, rare, long codas were
excluded from analysis (greater than 10 clicks, less than 5% of all codas
recorded).

Additional discussion of statistical tests
Comparisons of coda durations (either with adjacent codas, when
studying rubato, or with overlapping codas, when studying all features
in the context of chorusing behaviour) use permutation tests to avoid
making distributional assumptions about durations of codas and their
absolute differences, some ofwhichhave non-normal distributions. All
permutation tests are computed over 10,000 random resamplings of
the data without replacement. Evaluation of Rubato additionally uses
Spearman rank-correlation tests to measure longer-range trends
across coda triplets (again based on initial observations that these
trends appeared to be non-linear). Comparisons of coda-internal
structure (e.g., durations of penultimate ICIs in ornamented codas) use
Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests, as we are interested only in distributional
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differences rather than orderings of mean durations. Finally, mea-
surements of changes in vocalization behaviour following Rubato use
Fisher’s exact test to compare proportions of these changes in differ-
ent vocal contexts.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Portfolio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
All data generated and in this study has been deposited on GitHub at
https://github.com/pratyushasharma/sw-combinatoriality/tree/main/
data53.

Code availability
Custom scripts used for this study are available at https://github.com/
pratyushasharma/sw-combinatoriality53.
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